2019 TREND REPORT
RUSTIC REFINEMENT

• A combination of textures & surfaces that work together harmoniously.

• Imagine a blend of Warm Weathered wood along side smooth reflective surfaces.

• Its a pleasing collection of finishes to create a luxurious environment, but still exude environmental elements which ground the living space.
CRISP & CONTEMPORARY

Limited decoration, clean lines, wood grain, and a strong balance of form & function. These attributes along with nods to mid century and minimalist design elements all contribute to make a stunning, yet simplified space.
CRISP & CONTEMPORARY
Cozy, comfy, full of charm. Classic farmhouse style is more popular than ever. Where as, Modern farmhouse radiates a chic country look with a contemporary sensibility. It’s taking elements from period architecture and giving it a little twist to give it a fresh new feel.
WORLD TRAVELER

A combination of ideas and memories collected throughout your travels and experiences. It’s an eclectic mix of design styles mixing traditional, contemporary, & global design. Light woods from Scandinavia can blend effortlessly with Italian marble counters. Or a cerused oak vanity can coexist with contemporary brass fixtures from Spain. Intricate moulding designs emulate grand hotels, and gently worn oak floors can capture the essence of Parisian bistros. It’s capturing what you love and bringing it home.
FLOORING TRENDS

Flooring trends seem to be going to lighter stains and oiled or natural finishes.
FEATURE WOOD WALLS

Feature Wood Wall trends are everywhere with emphasis on texture. This is achieved by adding moulding, wall boards, ship lap, & board and batten applications.
MOULDINGS

Moulding trends bring fun geometric and traditional cabinet wall panels that add depth and life to a flat surface.
CEILING TRENDS

Ceiling trends are becoming more popular everyday. Ship lap and light or natural wall boards are the most commonly used. They add texture and warmth to a somewhat underutilized area.
COLOR TRENDS

Color trends are starting to warm up. Cool grays are on the way out with warm whites and earth tones starting to emerge. Also accents in deep jewel tones in emerald & sapphire.